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Ql) Q1) Read the followingabsttact aNd,ansxettU*qootffitffi
The Influence of celebrity E*dorsements on Purchase Intention (A study on vrvo v7)

Abstract

celebrity endorsements in advertising are one the most effective tools to promote and inform a
new product or service' several previous researches have been proven that cerebrity endorsers as
a marketing platlbrm brings many positive impacts or, 

"o'*u-er purchase intention, especialy
for nerv brand entering new market. Those researches have proved empirically the eff.ectiveness
and the positive impact of celebrity endorsernents in advertising, particularly on purchase
intention and aiso revealed that several dimensions that buirt celebrity enclorsement" By using
structural equation rnodeling (sEM) through smart-pl-S, this research investigates the impact of
ceiebrity endorsements variables on purchase intention. The data used in this study is the prirnary
data' The data itself collectecl directiy by the researcher to answer the problem or research
objectives' To test the independent variable on the dependent variable, a survey was conducted
in Indonesia by using a structured questionnaire. The questionnaire was self-administered;
meaning respondents \'vere given statement items and filled in responses themselves through the
online survey platform, namely survey Monkey. Total samples are 100 respondents. The findings
reveal that celebrity endorsement has a positive and significant impact on purchase intention, and
the three dimensions (attracti',zeness, expertise, and trustworthiness) play an important role on
formitl'{ celetrrity endorsement variable. The corelation values and loading f'actor of the three
constructs; attractiveness' trustworthiness, and expertise, represent the contribution on celebrity
endorsement' Moreover, frustwofihiness of the celebrity is the biggest contributor on celebrity
endorsement variable. This is followed by attractiveness and expertise dimensions.



Required:

a) Describe the background of camying out this marketing Research and come oul

appropriate objectives and conceptualization for this research.

b) What are the possible hypotheses that can be created and tested?

c) Based on the objectives and hypotheses, tentatively write the conclusion and

what statistical measures that have helped to arrive to these conclusions.

(Total

Q2)

Q3)

Define the term "questionnaire" and analyse five key factors

designing a questionnaire to be used for market research purposes.

to be

II. Briefly describe the steps fbr conducting cluster analysis and dfscuss the li

under hierarchical clustering procedure.

ilL 'oThe Marketing Research Proposal is the official layout of the

research activity for manageurent". Explain the contents of a

Proposal.

planned

Marketing

IV. List and explain the advantages and disadvantages of secondary data.

(Total

What are the classification of qualitative research procedures and briefly

projective techniques.

il What are the steps through which a marketing researcher would go through foi

preparation and presentation?

What are the nonprobability sampling techniques available and briefly

snowball sampling and judgmental sampling?

UI



ry Explain the pulpose of Cohort.Analysis?

Describe the concept of discriminant anarysis, its ob.iectives and

marketing research.

(4 Marks)

(Total-22 Marks)

its applications in

(6 Marks)

ilI

What are the steps or activities that should be considered in the "Research design

formulation" in the marketing research process (6 Marks)

List out the test/techniques that could be used for the validity and reliability tests.

(6 Marks)

W What are the differences between Correlation and Regressio4 analysis and state the uses

ofeach. -i 
]

(4 Marks)

(Total-22 Marks)
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the blanks with appropriate answers in this question paper. All the blanks carry one
each.

7

.and .. . are the two-fypeG of repofis

The Marketing Research can be categoiized into Problem Identification Research and

;;*;;-;;;";;;""* 
" "' is a rrame work or blue print ror conducting the

A multiple cross sectional design consisting of a series of surveys conducted at appropriate

time intervals is called

Research design can be categorized and

u*,u,,", ;; -;,;; ;;"; "ff#:; :, ;-;::::"Srerationship 

amons two or more

Simple Random Sampling, Systematic Sampling,

into

are some techniques of probability sampling.

and



h)

i)

" is to determine whether groups differ with regara
mean of a variable, and then to use that variable to preclict group membership.

cluster analysis i-s a class of techniques usecl to classify objects or cases into rera

"..... groups called clu.qters.

(12 Mr


